Abstract-We previously described a beamformer architecture that replaces the single apodization weights on each receive channel with channel-unique finite impulse response (FIR) filters. The filter weights are designed to optimize the contrast resolution performance of the imaging system. Although the FIR beamformer offers significant gains in contrast resolution, the beamformer suffers from low sensitivity, and its performance rapidly degrades in the presence of noise. In this paper, a new method is presented to improve the robustness of the FIR beamformer to electronic noise as well as variation or uncertainty in the array response. A method is also described that controls the sidelobe levels of the FIR beamformer's spatial response by applying an arbitrary weighting function in the filter design algorithm.
I. Introduction B roadband digital beamforming is commonplace in modern ultrasound systems. as hardware speed and processing power increase, the long-established delay-andsum (das) architecture may naturally be replaced by more sophisticated techniques. Prior to implementation, however, the clinical imaging performance of these new algorithms must be assessed. We recently presented a new metric that can be used to describe the contrast resolution and sensitivity of an arbitrary ultrasound system completely [1] . The metric was used to compare the diagnostic imaging ability of the conventional das beamformer with 2 beamformers that replace the apodization weights with channel-unique finite impulse response (FIr) filters. In its original implementation, the filter taps of the FIr beamformer are constructed to maximize the contrast resolution of the imaging system. results show gains of more than 20 dB in cystic resolution when using 7-tap FIr filters [1] , [2] . However, the increase in contrast resolution comes with a significant decrease in beamformer sensitivity. Initial results indicate that the optimal contrast resolution FIr beamformer will only improve clinical imaging performance in reasonably high snr environments. on the other hand, the spatial-matched filter (sMF) beamformer [3] offers large gains in beamformer sensitivity when analyzed with our performance metric [1] . In this paper, improvements are made to the FIr beamformer's robustness in the presence of noise without significantly degrading its contrast resolution performance.
The signal processing literature is rich with methods that improve the robustness of beamformers. Ideally, beamformer performance should not deteriorate due to system model imperfections, slight errors in the direction of arrival estimates, and electronic noise. To this end, Thng et al. [4] used derivative constraints to make wider mainlobe responses for broadband beamformers that were shown to be less susceptible to errors in directional mismatch. a method for improving the noise robustness of adaptive beamformers by eigenvalue thresholding was explored in [5] . sensitivity constrained beamformers, which minimize the array output power subject to a constraint on the array's white noise gain, have also been described [6] [7] [8] . Mathematically, the sensitivity constraint diagonally loads the noise autocovariance matrix and has the effect of widening the mainlobe and raising the sidelobe levels in the array response. similar diagonal loading techniques have been applied in medical ultrasound to increase the robustness of adaptive beamformers [9] , [10] , a linear minimum mean squared er-ror estimator [11] , and a regularized inverse reconstruction technique [12] . The results of these studies are quite impressive. one limitation of the diagonal loading technique is that it is not clear how to pick this tunable parameter efficiently. although several methods exist for computing the diagonal loading level [10] , [13] , the metric presented in this paper clearly quantifies the performance tradeoffs as the diagonal loading level is varied. In fact, the diagonal loading level is treated as a design parameter, which allows for straightforward beamformer optimization as a function of receive channel snr.
The sMF beamformer, which theoretically maximizes the echo snr of the array output, has been applied to medical ultrasound and achieved improved results. But this beamformer requires the use of lengthy, spatially variant, and temporally variant FIr filters that could be costly to implement in a real-time imaging system [3] . The FIr beamformer uses a more general architecture where filter tap length is a tunable parameter. analysis in this paper shows that similar performance results can be achieved using less than one third of the taps of the sMF beamformer.
Two methods are presented for improving the robustness of the optimal contrast resolution FIr beamformer. The first method uses diagonal loading, which constrains the sensitivity of the beamformer. This approach is similar to that described in [7] but uses a broadband signal model and optimizes a different performance criterion. Whereas previous methods were ad hoc about determining the "optimal" strength of the diagonal loading parameter, our method shows that the optimal diagonal loading level is readily determined by using the generalized cystic resolution (Gcr) metric [1] . In another approach, an arbitrary spatial weighting function is included in the design algorithm that offers a tradeoff between the beamformer spatial responses' mainlobe width and sidelobe level. a wider mainlobe should improve the beamformer's robustness to directional mismatch but will decrease cystic resolution performance. simulation results, investigating the performance of the robust FIr beamformer to phase aberration errors, are shown. In all cases, the robust FIr beamformer is compared with the conventional das beamformer and the spatial-matched filter beamformer.
The robust FIr beamformers apply spatially and temporally variant multitap filters to the receive channel data. although the filter weights are data independent (hence, the FIr beamformer is not an adaptive beamformer), the weights are deterministically precomputed using a priori characteristics of the imaging system's spatial impulse response. all prior work concerning the FIr beamformer only investigated performance at 2 or 3 spatial locations on receive [2] , [14] , [15] . a fully FIr beamformed image was not possible due to the large computational burden of constructing the filter taps for each output image pixel. In this paper, a complete in silico model [16] for the Ultrasonix sonix rP scanner (Ultrasonix Medical corporation, richmond, Bc, canada) using the l14-5/38 mm 128-element linear probe is used to generate 2265 spatial impulse responses. These spatial responses are required to construct the FIr filters necessary to beamform an image from 0.5 to 5.0 cm in range. In the final sections of this paper, we present simulated images of anechoic cysts, experimental images from a small parts phantom, and in vivo images of a healthy 40-year-old male's left testicle. These results show that the robust FIr beamformer reduces clutter and improves contrast compared with the conventionally beamformed images.
II. Background

A. Review of the Generalized Cystic Resolution Metric
The readers are referred to [1] for a more thorough explanation of the signal model and the generalized cystic resolution (Gcr) performance metric. a brief review of the major results is presented here. consider an n element linear array consisting of equally spaced sensors operating in pulse-echo mode. The time record of the receive signal at the output of the beamformer is
note that the integration is performed over 3-d space.
 is the spatiotemporal response of the kth receive element, w k is the weight applied to the kth receive element, N x ( )  is the target scattering function assumed constant with time, and E k (t) is the electronic noise on the kth receive channel. The spatial and temporal dependence of the weights has been omitted for clarity. all transmit conditions are incorporated into P x t k ( , )  including transmit apodization, transmit aperture spatial impulse response, and electromechanical impulse response. We typically analyze a beamformer's performance at an instant in time.
To avoid confusion between the purely spatial response of an element and the full 4-d point-spread function (PsF) of an element, we call the purely spatial response the instantaneous spatial response (Isr), P x t k ( , ),  0 where t 0 denotes an instant in time. The Isr measures the sensitivity of the system, including all aspects of beamforming, at all spatial locations at an instant in time. The PsF would be the time record of all the system Isrs. note that the Isr is technically similar to the spatial sensitivity function used by Zemp et al. in their analysis of ultrasound signal statistics [17] . Using a linear algebra formulation for a receive element's Isr, it was shown that the snr and cystic resolution (cr) at the output of the beamformer can be expressed as [1] :
note that these values are calculated at an instant in time.
The R tot matrix represents the inner product of the propagation matrix describing the Isr of the aperture at all points in space. The propagation matrix has columns corresponding to the spatially sampled individual receive element Isrs. The R out matrix represents the inner product of the propagation matrix describing the Isr at all spatial points that lie outside a specified cyst boundary. The constant s N 2 is the variance of the target-scattering function, which is modeled as a stationary, zero-mean, multivariate normal (MVn) stochastic process:
s I where I is an identity matrix. R E is the noise autocovariance matrix. The D  x term is a constant related to the volume of the discrete spatial sampling and accounts for the approximation of the continuous spatial integral in (1) with the linear algebra formulation using a discrete summation of vectors. We assume that the noise is spatially and temporally uncorrelated so its autocovariance matrix reduces to R I E = s E 2 . 
, and simplify the above equations:
CR . parameter is a scaled version of the noise variance, and in most clinical imaging scenarios, quantifying s N 2 is intractable. Typically, cystic resolution curves are presented as functions of receive channel input snr and cyst radius. Input snr into the beamformer on one channel is calculated as
S k is a vector describing the Isr for one receive channel, k, and R E k is the noise autocovariance on the kth channel. like snr out and cr above, input snr, snr in , is also calculated at an instant in time. Given the system's spatial response and assumptions about the noise statistics, input snr to the beamformer is simply a function of s load 2 .
B. Exploring the Relationship Between SNR out and CR
The quadratically constrained least squares (qcls) apodization design algorithm optimized the das beamformer's cystic resolution while ignoring electronic noise [18] . Furthermore, the same algorithm was used to construct the filters that produce optimal contrast resolution for the FIr beamformer [2] . In these previous examples, the qcls algorithm minimized (5) 
This eigenvalue problem is efficiently computed in MaTlaB (The Mathworks, Inc., natick, Ma) using the eig() function. although implementing the qcls algorithm with diagonal loading is conceptually simple, the effect that this modification will have on the resultant optimal weights and beamformer response is unclear. In general, increasing s load 2 during the qcls apodization design procedure will widen the response's mainlobe, raise sidelobes, and improve snr performance of the receive beamformer. To develop further intuition concerning these effects, it is helpful to consider 3 cases for the loading constant. These examples will further highlight the relationship between snr and cr of the beamformer. 
which is the equation for cystic resolution derived in [20] in the absence of noise. according to (4) , the output snr of the beamformer is infinite because s load 2 = 0. Eq. (8) was the cost function minimized in [2] , [18] to produce the quadratically constrained least squares (qcls) apodization profiles for optimal cystic contrast. The results in [2] showed that a 20 dB improvement in cystic resolution was achievable with the qcls algorithm and the receive FIr beamformer architecture. However, this increase in contrast resolution came with a serious loss in beamformer sensitivity.
The function eigenvalue(A) denotes a column vector containing all the eigenvalues of matrix A. note that both R out and R tot are n by n full rank matrices and therefore will have n distinct eigenvalues. The maximum eigenvalue of R out will be less than the maximum eigenvalue of R tot because R out represents only a fractional portion of the total Isr energy specified by the matrix R tot . For this s load 2 case, the R out matrix in the numerator of the cr equation is dominated by the diagonal loading: 
at first glance, (9) is not intriguing. However, suppose we apply the qcls optimal apodization design algorithm. Minimizing (9) to produce optimal contrast would be the same as maximizing its inverse: 
For this case of diagonal loading (poor electronic snr), the apodization profile that produces optimal contrast is the apodization profile that maximizes the snr at the output of the receive beamformer. This makes intuitive sense; in a noisy environment, the beamformer maximizes the snr to optimize contrast.
Case III: max eigenvalue( ) , R tot  s load 2 extremely poor electronic snr
In the extreme case that the noise power far exceeds the sensitivity of the system, i.e., snr = 0, the cystic resolution equation becomes 
The R out and R tot matrices are dominated by the loading term. parameterizes the qcls beamformer's cystic resolution as a function of snr. Therefore, receive channel input snr can be viewed as a design parameter, and one can potentially determine optimal operating conditions along the snr-cr design curve. note that in all loading cases the qcls algorithm minimizes the cystic resolution equation in (5).
C. Example SNR-CR Design Curves
The s load 2 parameter can be used with the Gcr metric to investigate the robustness of an arbitrary beamformer under different input snr conditions [1] . In this manuscript, s load 2 is used as a design parameter in the qcls algorithm when constructing the FIr filters for the FIr beamformer. To differentiate between when the s load 2 parameter is used in the qcls design algorithm and when it is used for analyzing snr performance in the generalized cystic resolution metric, we will call it s design 2 when used as a design parameter and s load 2 when used in the metric. , increases, the operating point moves to the left along the curve and the design snr decreases. note that the "optimal window" would lie at the bottom left corner of this figure (increased contrast at poor snr). on the right end of the design curve is the optimal contrast resolution window (case I). near the other end of the snr-cr design curve lays a window that maximizes beamformer sensitivity (case II). Further increasing s design 2 from this point (moving further left along the curve) does not change the optimal profile until computation reaches machine precision and the weights become completely arbitrary (case III). Using the shape of the design snr-cr curve, one can easily quantify and visualize the tradeoff between sensitivity and contrast. It is the author's opinion that the "optimal" window lies at the bottom "knee" of the sigmoidal snr-cr design curve. at this point, the beamformer is achieving similar cystic resolution compared with the optimal contrast window as well as increasing snr performance. For the rest of this paper, the 4 operating points are referred to as the optimal cr, "knee," optimal snr, and case III operating point along the design snr-cr curves.
also shown along the bottom of Fig. 1 are 4 qcls apodization profiles from different points along the snrcr design curve. The row of plots below the apodization windows shows cystic resolution curves for the 4 different windows when analyzed using the Gcr metric. These curves quantify performance of the different windows as a function of receive channel snr (varying s load 2 ) at a constant cyst radius. note that these curves would intersect the snr-cr design curve at the optimal cr, "knee," optimal snr, and case III operating points, respectively.
Using the qlcs algorithm with added snr constraint makes it possible to quantify the fundamental cr performance limits for any imaging system that can be reasonably well characterized. This lower bound would be a Gcr surface; parameterized at every point by a new set of apodization weights calculated using a particular design snr and design cyst radius. one could pick an operating point (one set of weights) on this lower bound surface and then quantify that beamformer's clinical imaging performance as a function of cyst size and input channel snr using the metric. Fig. 1 highlights how the Gcr metric can be used to design ultrasound beamformers. The graphical representation of the metric condenses a great amount of information into simple curves (or surfaces) so that clinical imaging performance of different beamforming strategies can be evaluated. In the following sections, the metric is used to design a robust FIr beamformer and to compare and analyze the diagnostic capabilities of several beamformer architectures.
D. Arbitrary Weighting Functions for Improved Spatial Responses
In certain imaging scenarios the characteristics of the system's PsF at specific spatial locations may be more important than at other spatial locations. For example, faster sidelobe rolloff may be desired when imaging near bone or the trachea because these bright off-axis targets will add clutter to the image. In such situations, we can add a spatial weighting function, g x ( ),  to the qcls algorithm that emphasizes or deemphasizes certain locations in the system's instantaneous spatial response [18] .
In this paper, a weighting function is applied, which decreases sidelobe levels at the expense of a slightly wider mainlobe. The weighting function investigated is
where  x focus is the receive focus of the aperture in 3-d space and n = 0, 1, 2, 3…. When n = 0, no weighting is applied, and as n increases, the qcls algorithm will tend to decrease sidelobes further away from the focus at the expense of widening the mainlobe. a thorough derivation of applying the weighting function to the qcls algorithm is described in [18] . The weighted quadratically constrained least squares apodization profiles will be called Wqcls weights and FIr-Wqcls filters. The snr design constraint and the spatial weighting function can be combined to produce robust Wqcls apodization profiles as well. results in qcls apodization profiles that improve snr but decrease cystic resolution performance of the beamformer. However, given the sigmoidal shape of the curve, for a slight decrease in cystic resolution, large gains in beamformer sensitivity can be made. apodization windows resulting from the qcls algorithm associated with 4 design loading parameter values are also shown (middle row). The bottom row of plots shows Gcr metric curves, depicting how the optimal cr, "knee," optimal snr, and case III windows operate as a function of receive channel snr ( ), s load
E. Brief Review of the Dynamic Focus FIR (DF-FIR), the Group Focus FIR (GF-FIR), and the Spatial-Matched Filter (SMF) Beamformers
This manuscript investigates and compares the imaging performance of 3 beamforming architectures and the conventional das beamformer. simplified depictions of all the different beamformers are shown in Fig. 2 . The dynamic focus FIr (dF-FIr) beamformer has a similar architecture to the conventional das beamformer, but the apodization weights are replaced with channel-unique weights at multiple delays. This architecture is well known in the radar literature [4] , [21] , [22] . The FIr filters are spatially and temporally variant and can be updated for each output pixel in the final image. The sMF beamformer also uses spatially and temporally variant FIr filters on each receive channel [3] . The filters of the sMF beamformer focus the incoming rF data. although the sMF beamformer does not require any delay lines, the filters must be long enough to account for the pulse length and delay curvature of the returning echoes. The filter weights for both beamformers are independent of the receive echoes; hence, these beamformers are not adaptive.
In this paper, an alternative FIr beamformer implementation is suggested that is more similar to the sMF beamformer. In the previously described FIr beamformer, the rF data at each filter tap is dynamically focused (dF-FIr) [2] . For the example 3-tap dF-FIr beamformer in Fig. 2 , this means that the rF data from 3 different dynamic receive foci are used in one output a-line sample. In the proposed new implementation, the rF data for all the channel taps have one fixed receive focus. a simplified schematic for this beamformer is also shown in Fig. 2 as the group focus FIr beamformer (GF-FIr). The group focus stage is required to apply the same receive focal delay profile to multiple samples on each channel. For the 3-tap example of Fig. 2 , this means that 3 consecutive samples of rF data all with the same dynamic focal delay are used to create one output a-line sample. This is directly analogous to the sMF beamformer, where multiple receive channel samples are given the same delay profile before summation. In fact, the GF-FIr beamformer can be viewed as a generalized sMF beamformer where tap length and filter weights are tunable parameters. The weights for the dF-FIr and GFFIr beamformers are computed using the robust qcls apodization design algorithm, whereas, the sMF beamformer weights theoretically maximize the beamformer's output snr in the presence of white noise [23] . Therefore, the GF-FIr beamformer optimized for snr using the robust qcls algorithm and using the same number of filter taps should be identical to the sMF beamformer.
III. simulation results
A. Robust FIR Beamforming
a 64-element 1-d linear array operating at 6.5 MHz and 75% fractional bandwidth was simulated in dElFI [24] , and 9 instantaneous spatial responses were measured in the azimuth-range plane. Each Isr had a different receive foci separated in range by 19.3 µm (equivalent to a 40 MHz filter sampling rate assuming a sound speed of 1540 m/s). These Isrs were required to calculate the unique 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9-tap FIr filters for the dF-FIr beamformer with a transmit focus at 2 cm (f/2) and a receive focus at 1.0 cm (f/1). a different set of spatial responses was simulated to characterize the sMF beamformer. The simulated acoustic pulse was 47 samples in length at 40 MHz sampling, so 47 spatial responses for each receive channel separated in time by 25 ns were acquired. These Isrs all had a receive focus of 1.0 cm but were measured at different instants in time. a spatialmatched filtered single-element response was formed by multiplying each receive channel Isr with the associated temporal acoustic pulse sample and then summing all the 47 spatial responses in time. The Isrs for the sMF beamformer are prefocused to save computation time and memory. Prefocusing does not change the output of the sMF beamformer. The 47 Isrs originally computed for each receive channel were also used for the GF-FIr beamformer. due to memory constraints when implementing the qcls algorithm, the longest filters investigated for the dF-FIr and GF-FIr beamformer were 9 taps.
When computing the optimal qcls apodization weights for the 2 FIr beamformers, a range of design cyst radii from 0.1 mm to 1.0 mm was used. qcls apodization profiles were also computed for a range of s design 2 values from the optimal cr window to the optimal snr window. remember that 2 design parameters are used when constructing the robust FIr-qcls filters: s design 2 (design channel snr) and design cyst radius. once these filters are constructed, their cystic resolution performance as a function of cyst size and robustness to noise as a function of receive channel input snr ( ) s load 2 can be quantified. all channel snr values are calculated based on the middle element of the receive aperture in the das beamformer. Fig. 3 shows the design snr-cr curves for the dF-FIr beamformer as well as the cr performance of the rectangular apodized das beamformer, the sMF beamformer, and 5 different 9-tap dF-FIr beamformers. The plot on the left shows the snr-cr design curves for the 1-tap, 3-tap, 5-tap, 7-tap, and 9-tap dF-FIr beamformer with a receive focus of 1.0 cm and a design cyst radius of 0.4 mm. note that design receive channel snr ( ) s design 2 was varied from infinity to −40 dB. Each point along each of these design curves is associated with a different set of FIr filters. The wavy contour of the design curves arises from the eigenvalue spread of the R tot matrix. as tap length increases, the curves become smoother. as filter tap length increases, the potential cystic resolution performance increases. The plot on the right in Fig. 3 shows the cr curves as a function of receive channel snr for the rectangular apodized das, sMF, and 5 9-tap dF-FIr beamformers at a design cyst radius of 0.4 mm and receive focus of 1.0 cm. The snr-cr design curve is shown and the operating points for the 5 different snr constrained 9-tap dF-FIr beamformers are marked with o's along this curve. From this figure, the sMF beamformer offers 2 to 3 dB gains in cystic resolution and increased sensitivity performance compared with the rectangular apodized das beamformer. The optimal cr 9-tap dF-FIr beamformer improves cr by more than 20 dB, but its performance starts to degrade when channel snr approaches 70 dB. The optimal snr 9-tap dF-FIr beamformer (far left o on the design curve) has worse cr performance than the das and sMF beamformer but better snr performance. Using the 9-tap dF-FIr beamformer designed for 20 dB channel snr offers 15 dB improvement in cr and has a similar snr performance to the das and sMF beamformers. note that in high snr environments it makes sense to use the 9-tap dF-FIr beamformer designed for 40 dB channel snr, or in worse snr environments to use the 9-tap dF-FIr beamformer designed for 0 dB channel snr. Fig . 4 shows the same curves as Fig. 3 except the results are for the multitap GF-FIr beamformer. The 9-tap dF-FIr beamformer design curve is shown for comparison. The GF-FIr design curves show similar trends as the dF-FIr design curves, but notice that the 7-tap GFFIr design curve allows for slightly better performance than the 9-tap dF-FIr design curve at almost every design channel snr value. The plot on the right in Fig. 4 plots cr as a function of channel snr for the rectangular apodized das, the sMF, the optimal cr, optimal snr, and "knee" 9-tap GF-FIr beamformers. The "knee" 9-tap GF-FIr beamformer offers almost a 20 dB gain in cystic resolution compared with the conventional beamformer as long as channel snr is greater than 20 dB. as channel snr worsens, the cr performance of the "knee" 9-tap GF-FIr beamformer decreases until it achieves similar results to the das and sMF beamformer around 0 dB channel snr.
To appreciate how the sensitivity constrained qcls algorithm affects the FIr beamformer's Isrs, integrated lateral beamplots for the various beamformers are shown in Fig. 5 . These beamplots were made by integrating the energy of the individual Isrs in range and then normalizing each to 0 dB. The optimal snr 9-tap GF-FIr beamformer has the widest mainlobe and highest sidelobes, hence, the decreased cr performance according to the metric. The sMF's lateral beamplot has a slightly narrower mainlobe and lower sidelobes than the rectangular das beamplot. The "knee" 9-tap GF-FIr beamplot and optimal cr 9-tap GF-FIr beamplot dramatically reduce the sidelobe energy in the Isr.
The weights associated with the 3 operating points for the 9-tap GF-FIr beamformer are shown in Fig. 6 . note how the filter taps' temporal frequency increases as the beamformer moves from optimal snr to optimal cr. This shift in temporal frequency can be observed in the filter's frequency response. The optimal snr window is low pass, the optimal cr window has high pass characteristics, and the "knee" window has bandpass characteristics with the filter's center frequency slightly above 6.5 MHz. all filters have nonlinear phase characteristics, and as the windows move from optimal snr to optimal cr, the phase response becomes more discontinuous across the aperture. The frequency response differences between the "knee" and optimal cr 9-tap qcls filters explain how the "knee" filters improve snr performance. These filters keep more of the signal bandwidth compared with the optimal cr filters.
In this paper, the application of a weighting function to the qcls algorithm when designing the FIr filters is investigated. The weighting function used emphasizes Isr energy further away from the receive focus, hence, the resulting weighted Isrs should have faster sidelobe rolloff. Fig. 7 shows cystic resolution curves as a function of cyst radius for the rectangular apodized das, sMF, and 9-tap dF-FIr beamformer. The figure shows how the cystic resolution performance increases for larger cysts as the weighting term assigned to Isr energy further away from the focus increases (n = 0, n = 1, and n = 2). The 9-tap Wqcls-FIr filters have a design cyst radius of 0.4 mm and an infinite design snr (optimal cr operating point).
It is interesting to note that the linearly weighted (n = 1) 9-tap Wqcls-FIr filters only reduce contrast by a few decibels compared with the unweighted 9-tap filters for the smaller cysts but offer a 15 dB gain in cystic resolution at the larger cyst sizes. The quadratically weighted (n = 2) Wqcls-FIr filters suffer more for the smaller cysts but achieve the best cystic resolution for cysts larger 1175 guenther and walker: robust FIr beamforming applied to medical ultrasound Fig. 3 . design snr-cr curves for the dF-FIr beamformer (left) and snr-cr comparison of the rectangular das, sMF, and robust 9-tap dF-FIr beamformer (right). The design snr-cr curves show that robustness and cystic resolution performance increase with increasing tap length. The plot on the right shows how the snr-cr performance of 5 different 9-tap dF-FIr beamformers (operating points denoted by o's) compares to the rectangular das (-.) and the sMF (-) beamformer. The 9-tap dF-FIr design curve is shown for reference. note that the 9-tap dF-FIr beamformer designed for about 20 dB channel snr significantly outperforms the rectangular das and sMF beamformers until the receive channel snr approaches 0 dB. than 3 mm in diameter. note in all cases the large improvement in cr compared with the conventional das and sMF beamformer. The integrated lateral beamplots of Fig. 7 show how the weighting function can be used to decreases sidelobes for a slight increase in mainlobe width. The bottom plot in Fig. 7 shows the cr performance as a function of channel snr for the 5 beamformers at a constant cyst radius of 2.0 mm. Each 9-tap beamformer's cystic resolution performance begins to degrade as the channel snr approaches 70 dB. The quadratically weighted 9-tap Wqcls-FIr beamformer outperforms the rectangular das beamformer until channel snr reaches 30 dB.
B. The Robust DF-FIR Beamformer with Phase Aberration
It is well documented that the sound velocity in human tissues varies between human subject and tissue type [25] . However, most imaging systems assume a constant speed of sound during the beamforming operation. sound speed variations cause wavefront distortion, amplitude variation, and phase variation of the ultrasound beam, all of which will adversely affect the quality of in vivo images. Because these acoustic velocity inhomogeneities are implicated as a major source of image degradation, numerous researchers have applied adaptive imaging techniques to restore the phase coherence of the receive echoes [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] .
Phase aberration will degrade the instantaneous spatial response of any beamformer. as a result, contrast and resolution of the output image will be affected. In [2] , [15] simulation results were presented where the 7-tap optimal contrast resolution FIr beamformer remained robust in the presence of moderate phase aberration. Those results showed that the aberrated FIr beamformer still improved contrast by 10 dB over the unaberrated rectangular das beamformer for a large range of cyst sizes. results were shown investigating both phase and magnitude aberrations. In this paper, a similar analysis is conducted to investigate the performance of the robust dF-FIr beamformer in the presence of aberration. Fig. 4 . design snr-cr curves for the GF-FIr beamformer (left) and snr-cr comparison of the rectangular das, sMF, and robust 9-tap GF-FIr beamformer (right). The design curve for the 9-tap dF-FIr beamformer from Fig. 3 is shown for comparison. The GF-FIr beamformer offers a slight gain in robustness and cystic resolution compared with the dF-FIr beamformer using the same number of filter taps. The plot on the right shows how the performance of the optimal cr, "knee," and optimal snr 9-tap GF-FIr beamformers (operating points denoted by o's) compares to the rectangular das (-.) and the sMF (-) beamformer. The 9-tap design curve is shown for reference. Fig. 5 . Integrated lateral beamplots for the rectangular das, sMF, optimal cr, optimal snr, and "knee" 9-tap GF-FIr beamformers. The optimal contrast resolution window achieves the narrowest mainlobe and lowest sidelobes, while the optimal snr window achieves the largest mainlobe and highest sidelobes. The sMF beamplot has a narrower mainlobe and slightly smaller sidelobes than the rectangular apodized das beamformer. recent literature indicates that phase aberrations in the breast can be modeled as a nearfield thin phase screen characterized by a root mean square (rMs) amplitude strength of 28 ns and a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) correlation length of 3.6 mm [26] , [29] . a nearfield phase screen aberrator was simulated to distort the dF-FIr beamformer Isr. data from 150 realizations of a 1-d aberrator were used to get good statistics. To construct the aberrators, 150 random processes with an a priori 28 ns rMs strength and an a priori 3.6 mm FWHM correlation length were generated. Each aberrator distorted the instant in time at which each receive channel's spatial response was calculated. note that the same aberration would apply to all the Isrs required for the input into the dF-FIr beamformer. Fig. 8 shows the results of the aberration simulations using 3 operating points for the 7-tap dF-FIr beamformer. cystic resolution curves (at infinite snr) are plotted across a range of cyst radii from 0.1 mm to 3.0 mm. cystic resolution was computed after centering the cyst about the peak of the aberrated Isr for each beamformer. although this assumes spatial shift invariance of the Isr over a small range, the cystic resolution metric is applied consistently. From the 150 aberration realizations, the mean and standard deviation of the cystic resolution for each cyst size was calculated. From Fig. 8 , it is clear that both the rectangular apodized das and 7-tap dF-FIr beamformers' cystic resolution performances are degraded by aberration. What is interesting to note is that all 3 7-tap FIr beamformers appear relatively robust to phase aberration. Their cystic resolution performance does not entirely fall apart. In fact, the "knee" and optimal cr 7-tap dF-FIr beamformers perform better in aberration than the unaberrated rectangular das beamformer. These results are similar to those discovered in [15] .
The performance of the weighted 7-tap qcls filters was also investigated: hoping that wider mainlobes will be more robust to phase errors. The results from these simulations are shown in Fig. 9 . Three sets of 7-tap WqclsFIr filters for the dF-FIr beamformer were calculated.
The first used a linear spatial weighting function (n = 1) and infinite design snr, the second used a quadratic spatial weighting function (n = 2) and infinite design snr, and the last one used a linear weighting function (n = 1) and the "knee" operating point of the design snr-cr curve. cystic resolution was computed in the same manner as before. The unaberrated optimal cr 7-tap dF-FIr cystic resolution curve is plotted for reference as well as the aberrated and unaberrated rectangular das curves. These results show that the spatial weighting function can be used to design FIr beamformers that are more robust in the presence of tissue induced aberration than the unweighted, optimal cr FIr beamformer.
C. Robust FIR Beamformer B-Mode Images
Using dElFI and the single-element model for the Ultrasonix l14-5/38 mm probe (Ultrasonix Medical corporation, richmond, Bc, canada) developed in [16] , a complete system model was simulated for a 64-element aperture focused at 3.0 cm in range assuming a speed of sound of 1540 m/s. Isrs were calculated with receive foci ranging from 0.5 cm to 5.0 cm spaced every 20 µm. This data set, comprised of 2,265 Isrs (more than 144 000 single-element Isrs), was used to generate the multitap FIr filters required to make a full FIr beamformed image. The resulting simulations took 135 275 cPU hours (~15.5 years) and produced more than 2.0 Tb worth of data. The simulations were completed in 2 mo, spread over 96 nodes on the ITo IBM high-performance-computing cluster at the University of Virginia.
In general, the FIr filter taps are relatively stable over small ranges, but the filters computed for 0.5 cm in range are quite different than the filters computed at 4.0 cm in range. as the design loading parameter increases, the weights become smoother across the aperture and further stabilize in range. The set of 5-tap 300 µm FIr-qcls optimal cr filters are shown in Fig. 10 .
robust dF-FIr filters were computed for 1-tap, 3-tap, 5-tap, and 7-tap filters. linear and quadratic weighting 1177 guenther and walker: robust FIr beamforming applied to medical ultrasound Fig. 6 . 9-tap GF-FIr beamformer tap weights and frequency response from the 3 operating conditions in Fig. 4 . The top row of plots is the computed 9-tap FIr filters. The middle row shows the magnitude of the frequency response of the filters, and the bottom row shows the phase response. The optimal snr filters are low pass while the optimal cr filters are high pass with cutoff frequencies above the transmitted pulse's center frequency of 6.5 MHz. The optimal "knee" filters have bandpass characteristics with nonlinear phase.
functions were investigated, but the results were not as dramatic as those observed in the earlier simulations. The design loading parameter was varied to produce FIr filters that were optimized for cr, snr, and 20 to 30 dB channel snr (around the "knee"). design cyst sizes ranged from 200 to 500 µm in radius. a constant design cyst size was applied in range.
Two different simulation phantoms were constructed to investigate the performance of the robust FIr beamformer. The first phantom had point targets in azimuth and range, and 3 clusters of axial resolution target groups. The second phantom had 9 anechoic cysts of different cyst radii at 3 different ranges: 1.5, 3.0, and 4.5 cm. Each cyst was a spherical lesion devoid of any scattering targets. These cysts were embedded in a volume 5 × 0.5 × 6.0 cm (azimuth × elevation × range) containing 20 random amplitude scatterers per resolution cell to simulate fully developed speckle. The point target and cyst phantom are shown in Fig. 11 .
Using the derived l14-5/38 mm probe model, single channel rF data from the 2 phantoms were simulated in FIEld II [32] . The in silico model accounts for the angular sensitivity of the elements as well as the fixed acoustic lens in elevation [16] . The probe was operated as a linear array and 5 parallel receive beams were formed for every transmit line, resulting in a receive line spacing of 60 µm. simulated B-mode images from the 2 phantoms are shown in Figs. 12 and 13 . The point target phantom images show that the robust FIr beamformers are able to decrease sidelobe levels while still maintaining axial and lateral resolution. The design cyst radii and design loading parameters are listed on the top of each image. The sidelobe levels are higher in the 5-tap cr image than the 3-tap cr image because the design cyst radius was smaller for the 5-tap FIr filters. note the improved mainlobe size between the 3-tap 500 µm design cyst image and the 5-tap 300 µm design cyst image. The point targets at 5.0 cm in range are much better resolved in multitap FIr beamformer images. In general, the FIr-qcls filters optimized for snr show similar axial and lateral resolution compared with the conventional beamformers. The increase in sensitivity is not readily apparent.
The cyst images in Fig. 13 highlight the increase in contrast resolution achievable with the FIr beamformer architecture. significant gains are seen using just 3-tap FIr filters. The optimal cr multitap FIr filters have similar speckle texture to the conventional rectangular apodized image. some of the banding/brightness artifacts seen in the multitap FIr beamformer images (dark bands in the nearfield in the 5-tap cr image) are due to a rapid change in the shape of the FIr filters at these depths. This is an area of future research and may simply be mitigated by smoothing the filters in range or applying a simple time gain compensation curve.
To investigate the improvements in sensitivity when using the FIr-qcls optimal snr filters, white noise was added to each receive channel such that the snr on each channel was 40, 20, and 0 dB. The channel plus noise Fig. 7 . Integrated lateral beamplots (top), cystic resolution curves (middle), and snr-cr performance curves at a 2.0 mm cyst radius (bottom). The spatial weighting function can be used to shape the 9-tap dF-FIr beamformer Isr. as seen in the snr-cr performance curves, the weighting function also increases the sensitivity of the beamformer, but all 9-tap Wqcls-FIr filters perform worse than the sMF and rectangular das beamformer when the channel snr is less than 30 dB. data was filtered with a 101st-order bandpass filter with cutoff frequencies at 4 and 10 MHz before beamforming to simulate a real world imaging scenario. The effects of noise are shown in Fig. 14. clearly the 7-tap cr filters' performance degrades more rapidly in the presence of noise than the other 7-tap filters. The cysts are practically undetectable given 0 dB channel snr. The 7-tap knee filters perform better than the rectangular das beamformer at 20 dB channel snr. The optimal snr filters perform the best given 0 dB channel snr.
lesion snr statistics were calculated on the bottom left cyst (6 mm diameter) in all images. The metric used incorporates the mean difference in brightness between the 2 regions of interest (contrast) and also the effect of speckle size. lesion snr is calculated 
where 〈I cyst 〉 and 〈I speckle 〉 are the mean brightness values inside the cyst and in a speckle region outside the cyst, respectively, and s cyst 2 and s speckle 2 are the variances of those regions. The speckle region statistics are calculated at the same depth in the image as the cyst to ensure similar attenuation effects. S cx and S cz are the lateral and axial speckle sizes estimated from the FWHM of the 2-d autocorrelation of a speckle region. cyst diameter, d, is also included. Intuitively, lesion detectability as defined by the above metric is a function of contrast and how many "speckles" lie inside the lesion. This contrast-detail metric for ultrasound images was first proposed by smith et al. [33] .
The values in Table I show that the multitap FIr beamformers increase lesion detectability compared with the conventional apodization functions. results were calculated from the noiseless B-mode images in Fig. 13 . The 7-tap 500 µm optimal cr filters increase lesion detectability by more than 240% compared with the rectangular apodized das beamformer. In general, performance increases with increasing tap length, a result expected from the Gcr metric curves. The values in Table II quantify lesion snr on the bottom left cyst in different amounts of electronic noise. It is interesting to note that the optimal cr filters have the best lesion detectability at 20 dB snr. This is most likely due to the finer speckle size associated with this beamformer. These results show that the knee and optimal snr filters' performance does not degrade as rapidly as the optimal cr filters'.
IV. Experimental results
The FIr-qcls weights computed in the previous section used the in silico model for the Ultrasonix sonix rP scanner and the l14-5/38 mm linear probe [16] . We now use these same weights to beamform some real, experimental data collected from a tissue-mimicking phantom 1179 guenther and walker: robust FIr beamforming applied to medical ultrasound Fig. 8 . cystic resolution plots investigating the performance of the optimal snr (top), "knee" (middle), and optimal cr (bottom) 7-tap dFFIr beamformer in the presence of aberration. The unaberrated and aberrated rectangular das beamformers are also shown for reference. The errorbars indicate ±1 standard deviation about the mean cystic resolution for the 150 trials. These plots show that, even in the presence of aberration, the different 7-tap FIr beamformers still maintain contrast resolution performance. and a healthy human volunteer. The sonix rP system has a software development kit (sdK) named TEXo that enables low-level scanner control with the ability to acquire single-channel rF data sampled at 40 MHz with 12-bit precision. We have also created a Python programming language interface to the TEXo sdK that allows us to create customized pulse sequences without the need to recompile the system c code. Using our Python interface with the TEXo sdK, we can acquire a full set of single channel synthetic receive aperture data from 64 elements in fractions of a second. a custom pulse sequence was developed to acquire single-channel, raw rF data from a 64-element aperture focused at 3.0 cm on transmit. The 64-element active aperture was electronically translated across the array at 64 lateral positions to generate a full set of experimental rF data. This entire pulse sequence took under 4 s to execute. The raw rF data was later bandpass-filtered offline in MaTlaB using a 101st-order filter with cutoff frequencies of 4 and 10 MHz. Gain compensation was applied in range. Five parallel receive beams were formed per transmit beam resulting in an effective beam spacing of 60 µm for all experimental B-mode images.
A. Small Parts Phantom
The first set of experimental data acquired used the Gammex-rMI 404Gs lE Precision small Parts Gray scale phantom (Gammex, Inc., Middleton, WI). The interrogated targets were the 1, 2, and 4 mm anechoic cysts at multiple ranges. The acquired data was beamformed using conventional das processing and the multitap FIr beamforming approach. a sample of the experimental images from the small parts phantom is shown in Fig. 15 . The top row of images are the conventionally beamformed images with rectangular, Hamming, and nuttall apodiza- Fig. 9 . cystic resolution plots investigating the performance of the weighted 7-tap dF-FIr beamformer in the presence of aberration. The unaberrated 7-tap optimal cr, n = 0 dF-FIr beamformer from Fig. 8 as well as the aberrated and unaberrated rectangular das beamformers are shown for reference. The errorbars indicate ±1 standard deviation about the mean cystic resolution for the 150 trials. as the weighting function increases from linear (n = 1) to quadratic (n = 2), the performance of the beamformer in the presence of aberration improves. The plot on the bottom shows the "knee" 7-tap dF-FIr with a linear weighting function applied. Performance is better than the unweighted 7-tap optimal cr beamformer for the larger cyst radii. tion applied. note that no dynamic apodization with range was applied for the conventional windows, hence, this is why the speckle size is finer in the near field for the rectangular apodized das image. although modern systems do apply some form of dynamic receive apodization with range, all 64 channels of receive data are used with the das, FIr, and sMF beamformers to be consistent and fair in our analysis. dynamic apodization will have a bigger effect in the extreme nearfield where the aperture size is reduced and element angular sensitivity becomes a factor. We point out that most of the interesting aspects in the experimental images lie around the transmit focus (3.0 cm) and beyond. The Hamming and nuttall window produce similar results. note that in all conventional cases the small 1 mm diameter cyst target at 3.75 cm in range is practically undetectable. The bottom row of images in Fig. 15 shows 4 different 7-tap FIr beamformer results: optimal snr, 10 dB design snr, 30 dB design snr, and optimal cr. The design cyst was 500 µm for all 7-tap filters. The optimal cr image reduces clutter inside the large targets compared with the conventional windows but appears to suffer from electronic noise. The optimal snr image shows similar performance to the Hamming and nuttall window images. The 7-tap FIr-qcls filters optimized for 30 dB receive channel snr outperform all other beamformers in terms of contrast resolution. The 1 mm diameter target is readily identified, clutter is reduced inside the cyst targets, and the target boundaries are much better defined.
B. In Vivo Images
Using the same pulse sequence as described previously, raw rF data were collected from a healthy 40-year-old male's left testicle. due to the time required to collect all the data for one image (~4 s), a target that would present little tissue motion was selected. Time gain compensation was applied in range and all images were log compressed to 50 dB. The images show a homogenous speckle region in the near field, some vessels and other tissue structure around the 3.0 cm focus, and the scrotal sac crossing near the bottom. although not quite as impressive as the anechoic cyst phantom images in Fig. 15 , the 7-tap FIr beamformers do decrease clutter in the hypoechoic regions and in general improve contrast. specifically, the vessel on the right hand side of all images at 2.25 cm in range is more defined in the 7-tap FIr beamformers optimized for 10 dB and 30 dB channel snr. The hyperechoic structure around the 3.0 cm transmit focus has arguably sharper boundaries in the 7-tap 30 dB image as well. The 7-tap optimal cr image on the bottom right hand side of Fig.  16 is corrupted due to the snr in vivo and the high-pass frequency characteristics of these filters. The in vivo performance of the optimal cr FIr beamformer is further discussed later in this paper.
V. discussion
The diagnostic imaging performance of ultrasound systems is intimately tied to the ability of the beamformer to extract the clinically relevant information while rejecting noise and unwanted signal. recently, significant effort has been made to apply sophisticated algorithms to the reconstruction of medical ultrasound images. The methods range from using adaptive beamforming algorithms [10] , [34] , deconvolution techniques [35] [36] [37] [38] , and constrained and optimized receive apodization [2] , [18] , 1181 guenther and walker: robust FIr beamforming applied to medical ultrasound [39] to spatially matched filtered [3] beamformers. other groups have investigated using statistical unbiased estimators [3] , [11] , [40] for ultrasound image reconstruction. This manuscript focuses on data independent beamforming algorithms that act linearly on the receive channel radio frequency data. Two methods were investigated to improve the robustness of the optimal contrast resolution FIr beamformer. The spatial weighting function and the snr constraint can be applied in conjunction or separately depending on the intended imaging application. different beamformer architectures were analyzed using the generalized cystic resolution metric to compare and evaluate the costs associated with each technique effectively.
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Fig. 14. cyst phantom B-mode images for rectangular das, 7-tap cr, 7-tap knee, and 7-tap snr with different amounts of electronic noise. all images are envelope detected and log compressed to 60 dB.
The Gcr metric showed that the robust dF-FIr and GF-FIr beamformers significantly outperform the conventional das and sMF beamformer in both cystic resolution and beamformer sensitivity. The robust FIr beamformers were able to achieve similar channel snr performance to the sMF beamformer using less than one-third of the filter taps required for that beamformer. To implement the FIr beamformers effectively, the system must be reasonably well characterized, and time must be invested in calculating the full set of 2-d spatially and temporally variant FIr filters. However, once the filters are calculated, system implementation should be straightforward in modern hardware.
The simulated phantom images highlight the potential increases in contrast resolution when using the proposed beamformer architecture. Initial results suggest that given reasonable single channel snr or when imaging in the nearfield, the optimal cr FIr filters offer significant improvements in lesion detectability while maintaining exquisite spatial resolution. In low snr environments or in regions beyond the focus, the optimal snr FIr filters improve signal strength and use considerably less taps than the spatial-matched filter beamformer.
The experimental images from the Gammex-rMI small parts phantom and the in vivo images of a healthy male's left testicle show some interesting results. although the performance of the optimal cr filters is considerably degraded, these filters did not completely fall apart in the presence of noise and in vivo. The highfrequency clutter in these images is most likely due to the high-pass nature of these filters and the electronic noise. a postbeamforming filter could be used to reduce these unwanted artifacts and potentially improve the quality of these images. The authors point out that the noise analysis presented in this paper is overly simplistic. In real-world-imaging scenarios, bandpass filters will reduce the noise power, and the noise will no longer be "white." accounting for a colored noise covariance matrix is possible and may improve the results of the FIr beamformer. such an analysis is left for future research.
Given the results of the FIr beamformers, it may be natural to use a combination of optimal cr and "knee" FIr filters in the nearfield and optimal snr FIr filters beyond the focus to take advantage of their respective performance gains. Using the design cyst size to control speckle size with range may also improve performance and the aesthetic appeal of the FIr beamformer images. In conventional systems, this is often accomplished by maintaining a constant f/# with range through dynamic apodization [41] . The authors point out that all beamforming was performed offline in MaTlaB, using double precision. Future efforts will include investigating the effects of 12-bit quantization of the rF data as well as the FIr filter coefficients. such analysis is necessary for a real-world system implementation. one interesting conclusion from the large simulation data set is that the FIr filters are relatively stable in range. This suggests that the Isr spatial sampling can be decreased, alleviating the burden of time-consuming system modeling. Furthermore, the FIr filter weights may not need to be updated every output image pixel. one set of weights could be sufficient over small ranges. This result will decrease the burden on the receive beamformer electronics. This analysis suggests that the "brute force" approach to determining every filter tap per output pixel via the qcls algorithm may be excessive. The improvements in the experimental images indicate that the in silico model for the sonix rP imaging system presented in [16] provided a sufficient degree of system characterization for the qcls algorithm. Whether similar results could be achieved using a simpler, less sophisticated model or if further improvements could be achieved by incorporating nonlinearities, the elevation dimension, attenuation, and other variables into the system model remains to be investigated. The authors point out that our Isr formulation is readily adaptable to model harmonic imaging, as is done using the KZK equation in [42] , [43] , because our linear algebra formulation of the Isr does not impose any linear propagation restrictions on transmit [18] . Therefore, the FIr beamformer could also be used in harmonic imaging modes to further increase contrast resolution performance.
Future studies must be performed to evaluate fully the increase in contrast resolution and sensitivity of these beamformers in vivo. such an analysis will shed light on the effects of tissue induced aberration and feasibility of real-time implementation for the robust FIr beamformer. Forming in vivo images will further validate the utility of the metric, not only as a design tool but also as a diagnostic tool for evaluating clinical imaging performance. VI. conclusions
Beamformers are susceptible to many types of errors. Ideally, ultrasound beamformer performance should not deteriorate in the presence of aberration, tissue motion, or poor signal-to-noise ratio. Improved robustness cannot come at the expense of real-time implementation, reduced spatial resolution, or reduced soft tissue contrast. Two methods were presented to improve the robustness of the optimal contrast resolution FIr beamformer to electronic noise and phase aberration. Under the investigated conditions, the FIr beamformer with as few as 7-taps per channel significantly outperforms the conventional delayand-sum beamformer as well as the spatial-matched filter beamformer. The robust FIr beamformers improve cystic resolution and sensitivity, and the beamformer's performance remains stable in phase aberration. Experimental images show that this novel receive architecture could significantly impact clinical diagnosis. Future work must be done to evaluate fully the effectiveness of the robust FIr beamformer, but initial results suggest that this method could dramatically improve the contrast and resolution of clinical images. . Experimental B-mode images of a small parts phantom. all images are envelope detected and log compressed to 50 dB. There are 3 anechoic cyst targets around 3.75 cm in range with diameters of 1, 2, and 4 mm. The conventional beamformed images (top) produced similar results. The bottom row of images were made using the 7-tap 500 µm optimal snr, 10 dB design snr, 30 dB design snr, and optimal cr FIr-qcls filters (left to right). note the marked improvement in image quality when using the "knee" FIr beamformers. The 1 mm target that was unidentifiable with the conventional beamformer processing becomes clearly visible with the 7-tap 30 dB design snr FIr-qcls beamformer.
